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General
► Rule 206(4)-1 (the “Marketing Rule”) applies to fully SEC-registered investment advisers

► The Marketing Rule combines and amends legacy advertising and referral/solicitation rules 
and will replace the current advertising and cash solicitation fee rules 

► November 4, 2022 compliance date—advisers may comply earlier but must comply with all 
new requirements per SEC FAQ

► Compliance with the Marketing Rule involves a number of interpretive and other issues for real 
estate fund sponsors, highlighted herein
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General Prohibitions for any Advertisement – Principles-Based 
Framework
► Any advertisement may not:

– include any untrue statement of material fact or omit material facts necessary to make statements made
not misleading

– include a material statement of fact without the adviser having a reasonable basis for believing it can
substantiate such fact upon demand by the SEC (e.g., on exam)

– include information reasonably likely to cause any untrue or misleading implication or inference to be
drawn concerning a material fact related to the adviser

– discuss potential benefits of the adviser’s services or methods of operation without providing fair and
balanced disclosure of any material risks or material limitations related to such benefits

– include reference to specific investment advice (e.g., one or more investments) that is not presented in a
fair and balanced manner

– include or exclude performance results in a manner that is not fair and balanced, or
– be otherwise materially misleading
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Definition of “Advertisement”
► Marketing Rule widens “advertisement” to include direct or indirect communications

► Common interpretive questions:
– Communications prepared by third parties

– Communications made by third parties

– Brand content

– Social media and employee social media accounts

– One-on-one communications

– Speeches

– Regulatory filings
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Advertisement Definition: Testimonials and Endorsements
► The definition of “advertisement” includes both:

– Testimonials: statement by a current client/investor regarding its experience with an adviser (or its
personnel) or that solicits clients/investors for such adviser

– Endorsements: statement of approval, support or recommendation for an adviser (or its personnel) by a
non-client or non-investor or that solicits clients/investors for an adviser (e.g., placement agent used by
an adviser or unaffiliated feeder funds)

– Both terms include opinions or statements about an adviser’s (or an adviser personnel’s) capabilities or
expertise with respect to advisory services

► Advisers must have reasonable basis to believe that any testimonial or endorsement complies
with the Marketing Rule

► Marketing Rule contains “bad actor” disqualifiers similar to Reg D Rule 506, with lookback
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Advertisement Definition: Testimonials and Endorsements 
(continued)
► Compensated testimonials or endorsements subject to special rules

– clear and prominent disclosure by adviser or person giving the testimonial or endorsement at the time of
dissemination/solicitation of:
► brief statement of material conflicts of interest related to the arrangement (Adopting Release notes this should be

“succinct”)
► status of the person giving the testimonial or endorsement as client/investor or non-client/non-investor of the adviser,

and
► that cash or non-cash compensation was provided for the testimonial or endorsement (if applicable)

– disclosure (need not be clear and prominent) of:
► the material terms of any compensation arrangement, including a description of compensation terms
► a description of the material conflicts of interest on the part of the person giving the testimonial or endorsement resulting

from adviser’s relationship with such person and/or any compensation arrangement

– written agreement for compensated endorsements or testimonials over de minimis amount ($1,000 or
less during one-year period)
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Performance Advertising:  Requirement to Show Net Returns
► If gross returns shown, must show net returns with equal prominence

– format must be designed to facilitate comparison

– same time period/same methodology

– gross/net returns defined by reference to a portfolio (a group of investments managed by the adviser –
i.e., account(s) or private fund(s) or “Extracted Performance” thereof)

► Interpretive issues remain for “Extracted Performance,” i.e., partial portfolios or lists of investments within a fund

► Advisers should disclose what elements are included in the calculations, including how cash
flows are reflected (e.g., for borrowing facilities or recycling/bridge investments)

– Marketing Rule does not dictate type of calculation or methodology
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Performance Advertising:  Requirement to Show Net Returns 
(continued)
► Net returns are the gross returns of the portfolio (or portion thereof) after deduction of all fees

(including performance fees/carried interest) and expenses that a client or investor paid (or
would have paid) in connection with the adviser’s advisory services

► Use of model fees required when:

– the intended audience would be charged such level of fees

► For example, in presenting related performance, actual net performance may reflect (1) certain LP fee breaks and/or (2)
GP capital not being subject to management fees/carried interest, which will need to be adjusted to apply standard
fees/carried interest charged to most investors (i.e., the intended audience)

– marketing any non-fee paying portfolio (e.g., co-invest vehicle, friends and family fund with no fees)
when the actual fees paid by such investors are lower than the fees to be charged to the intended
audience
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Performance Advertising:  Required Time Periods

► The Marketing Rule will require performance advertising to include performance for designated
time intervals
– Does not apply to performance of private funds (funds relying on ICA Section 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7))
– However, many pooled real estate clients are within scope:

► funds or “managed accounts” relying on ICA Section 3(c)(5) or the ICA statutory exemptions used by many real assets
funds

► special considerations for JVs

– If marketing using performance of separate account clients or other non-private fund clients, must show
performance results over 1-, 5- and 10-year intervals (or shorter life of the portfolio)
► Generally based on most recent calendar year-end subject to the general prohibitions
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Performance Advertising:  Hypothetical Performance
► Use of hypothetical performance is an “advertisement” even if adviser provides to a single

client/investor, unless provided (1) on a one-on-one basis to a private fund investor or (2) at the
unsolicited request of the client/investor

► Hypothetical performance means performance results that were not achieved by any
portfolio (e.g., fund), including:
– Targeted performance: aspirational performance goals (e.g., target IRR)
– Projections: application of historical data and returns to project a likely return, commonly through

mathematical modeling
– Subsets of returns of investments from multiple funds
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Performance Advertising:  Hypothetical Performance 
(continued)
► Marketing Rule restricts use of hypothetical performance unless:

– Adviser has policies and procedures reasonably designed to ensure the hypothetical performance is
relevant to the likely financial situation and investment objectives of the intended audience

– Adviser provides sufficient information (i.e., under a “full and fair” disclosure standard) to enable the
intended audience (e.g., client/investor) to understand the criteria used and assumptions made in
calculating hypothetical performance

– Adviser provides (or, for private fund investors, offers to promptly provide) sufficient information to enable
the intended audience (e.g., client/investor) to understand the risks and limitations of using such
hypothetical information in making an investment decision

► Net return requirement will apply
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Use of Third-Party Ratings
► The new Marketing Rule imposes new requirements on third-party ratings and rankings:

– “Third-party rating” defined as a rating or ranking of an investment adviser provided by an unrelated
person that provides rating or ranking in the ordinary course of its business

► Would include “quartile” rankings (e.g., Cambridge) or fund sponsor of the year or similar designations

– Adviser must have a reasonable belief that any survey or questionnaire used in preparing a third-party
rating is structured to make it equally easy for participants to provide favorable and unfavorable
responses, and is not designed or prepared to produce any predetermined result

► Adviser can form reasonable belief through review of questionnaire, diligence inquiry of the third-party rater or public
disclosure made by the rater of its methodology
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Use of Third-Party Ratings (continued)
► In connection with any third-party rating used in an advertisement, there must be clear and

prominent disclosure (i.e., in the advertisement accompanying the rating) of:

– Date on which rating was given and time period upon which the rating was based

► If a subsequent rating was less favorable, the adviser would be required under the general prohibitions to provide
contextual disclosures of subsequent less favorable ratings

– Identity of the third-party that created the rating

– If applicable, a description of compensation that has been provided, directly or indirectly by the adviser
for obtaining the rating

► Interpretive issues remain for property-level ratings
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Implementation Steps

► Real estate sponsors subject to the new Marketing Rule should consider:
– training of relevant personnel (e.g., marketing / IR)
– steps needed for employee and other social media accounts
– internal “sign-off” procedures for marketing materials and other public statements
– identifying placement agents and other persons that may be considered to be giving “testimonials” or

endorsements” for the adviser and take appropriate compliance steps
– amending policies / procedures to reflect new requirements
– updating any advertisement in use for compliance with Marketing Rule
– liaising with accounting personnel well in advance of the November 4 deadline to:

► determine practicable approaches on gross and net performance calculation, inclusion of model fees

► calculate performance of non-“private funds” in accordance with required time periods
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Implementation Steps

► Firms using targeted and/or projected performance should:
– establish the acceptable intended audience
– adopt new policies and procedures regarding use
– prepare both standardized disclosure of general methodologies and risks and more specific disclosures

regarding specific assumptions and risks of the hypothetical performance
– identify net performance figures appropriate for targeted and/or projected performance

► Firms using ratings should:
– ensure sufficient diligence is conducted on the survey used to obtain the rating
– add new disclosure requirements to any advertisement, including compensation paid (e.g., application

fee, reprint fee, etc.)
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